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Split Image
The opioid epidemic has reached Paradise, and Police Chief Jesse Stone must rush
to stop the devastation in the latest thriller in Robert B. Parker's New York Timesbestselling series. When a popular high school cheerleader dies of a suspected
heroin overdose, it becomes clear that the opioid epidemic has spread even to the
idyllic town of Paradise. It will be up to Police Chief Jesse Stone to unravel the
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supply chain and unmask the criminals behind it, and the investigation has a clear
epicenter: Paradise High School. Home of the town's best and brightest future
leaders and its most vulnerable down-and-out teens, it's a rich and bottomless
market for dealers out of Boston looking to expand into the suburbs. But when it
comes to drugs, the very people Jesse is trying to protect are often those with the
most to lose. As he digs deeper into the case, he finds himself battling selfinterested administrators, reluctant teachers, distrustful schoolkids, and
overprotective parents . . . and at the end of the line are the true bad guys, the
ones with a lucrative business they'd kill to protect.

Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue
A tense, exciting thriller combined with a perceptive and harrowing portrait of life
on the streets as a serial killer preys on the young and vulnerable homeless.
17-year-old Link is distrustful of people until he pairs up with Deb, homeless like
him. But what Deb doesn't tell him is that she's an ambitious young journalist on a
self-imposed assignment to track down the killer and that she's prepared to use
herself as bait Winner of the Carnegie Medal

Death in Paradise
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"another irreverent, complex lawman." —Library Journal When San Remo County
Acting Sheriff Buddy Steel is deputized by the California Coastal Commission to
investigate a reclusive Russian billionaire who has repeatedly violated state law by
obstructing public access to his vast beachfront property, he makes a shocking
discovery. And learns that the politicos, some with a history of corruption, some
just chicken, will not back up enforcement. This makes Buddy, a former LAPD cop
dragged home by his Sheriff father's ALS diagnosis to "temporarily" head the
department, dig in his heels and face down the Russian's imported goon squad. It
can and will get uglier. At the same time a string of random murders in the
county's normally sleepy town of Freedom, a wealthy enclave up the coast from
Los Angeles, places the Sheriff's Department on high alert as it seeks to apprehend
a serial killer whose crimes are so perfectly executed they leave no forensic
evidence. Buddy enlists an old adversary in his war with the Russian. She's a legal
shark from L.A., a savvy negotiator—and former lover. He needs to carry this fight
to court. And he needs more backup—from the Sheriff's Department staff, not the
Sheriff, who resists being sidelined. Nor Freedom's mayor, Buddy's stepmother.
Unconventional and meticulously obtuse in his methodology, wild card cynic Buddy
Steel barrels his way through the myriad obstacles that defy him. He may not want
the job but his quest for serving the law is relentless. Wild Card is the third in the
Buddy Steel series by Hollywood ace Michael Brandman who, among his other
credits, has both written New York Times bestsellers in the Robert B. Parker Jesse
Stone series and brought Jesse to the screen in nine films starring Tom Selleck.
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Stone Cold
A JESSE STONE NOVEL She was barely out of her teens, not exactly beautiful, but
she’d tried to make the most of her looks. Now, defiled and alone in a seedy
beachfront motel, she was dead. And Paradise Police Chief Jesse Stone doesn’t
even know her name. But when his investigation lures him into the crosshairs of
two ruthless pimps, Jesse finds out more about the girl than he ever dreamed.
Because in pursuit of justice, if anyone can see the truth in dark, dark places, it’s
Jesse Stone.

Cold Service
Master assassin Will Robie must track down a deadly rogue agent, but the attacks
conceal a larger threat that could send shockwaves through the U. S. government
and around the world in this #1 New York Times bestselling thriller. Will Robie is a
master of killing. A highly skilled assassin, Robie is the man the U.S. government
calls on to eliminate the worst of the worst--enemies of the state, monsters
committed to harming untold numbers of innocent victims. No one else can match
Robie's talents as a hitmanno one, except Jessica Reel. A fellow assassin, equally
professional and dangerous, Reel is every bit as lethal as Robie. And now, she's
gone rogue, turning her gun sights on other members of their agency. To stop one
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of their own, the government looks again to Will Robie. His mission: bring in Reel,
dead or alive. Only a killer can catch another killer, they tell him. But as Robie
pursues Reel, he quickly finds that there is more to her betrayal than meets the
eye. Her attacks on the agency conceal a larger threat, a threat that could send
shockwaves through the U.S. government and around the world.

Stone Cold
This "New York Times" bestseller is a richly imagined novel of the Old West that
tells the tale of two gunmen who arrive in the lawless town of Appaloosa, where
the actions of a renegade rancher have already taken their toll.

Robert B Parker: The Jesse Stone Novels 1-5
A bitter past drives Acapulco's first female police detective into a Hollywood film
starring lies and murder when she goes undercover to catch a killer. As the camera
rolls, Detective Emilia Cruz will face her toughest case yet. "A thrilling series" -National Public Radio After witnessing the execution-style murder of a taxi driver,
Emilia replaces him behind the wheel. Undercover with a false identity, her target
is a shadowy gang extorting protection money from the upscale taxi service. The
homicide investigation is soon stuck in neutral. No one in Acapulco has heard of
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the gang. Yet the threat of another murder has all the drivers, including Emilia,
scared to death. When Emilia's worst enemy gets into her taxi, both her life and
the murder case accelerate out of control. Next stop, a movie set. The script is a
nightmare. The director's cut is a double-cross.The leading man has looks that
could kill. Grab your copy today!Poison Cup award, Outstanding Series -CrimeMasters of America. Author Carmen Amato is a former CIA intelligence officer
who uses her own counterdrug and espionage experiences to craft intrigue-filled
crime fiction that keeps you guessing until the very end. Amato is a recipient of
both the National Intelligence Award and the Career Intelligence Medal. If you love
international police procedural series by Ian Rankin, Jo Nesbo, Ann Cleeves, Peter
May, Louise Penny, and Jussi Adler-Olsen, you'll want to read the Detective Emilia
Cruz series. It's a must-read for fans of Don Winslow's cartel and border thrillers
set in Mexico. PRAISE FOR THE DETECTIVE EMILIA CRUZ SERIES CLIFF
DIVER"Consistently exciting." ― Kirkus Reviews HAT DANCE"Emilia . . . is a force to
be reckoned with." ― MysterySequels.com DIABLO NIGHTS"Amato's unique
setting, realistic characters, and intriguing plot set her apart." ―
OnlineBookClub.org KING PESO"Danger and betrayal never more than a few pages
away."― Kirkus Reviews BOOKS BY CARMEN AMATO The Detective Emilia Cruz
series CLIFF DIVERHAT DANCEDIABLO NIGHTSKING PESOPACIFIC REAPER43
MISSINGRUSSIAN MOJITONARCO NOIRMADE IN ACAPULCO Suspense THE HIDDEN
LIGHT OF MEXICO CITYAWAKENING MACBETH
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Robert B. Parker: The Jesse Stone Novels 6-9
Investigating a suspicious charge against a notorious actor who has been accused
of murdering a young woman, Spenser forges a bond with the celebrity's
bodyguard, Zebulon Sixkill, who reveals secrets about both the actor and the
victim.

The Hit
From opposite perspectives, two master authors spin a chilling tale Nick’s father is
a stand-up Irishman—once a cop, now a security guard in the World Trade Center’s
North Tower—but Nick does not take after his old man. He’s “got the bad drop,”
meaning he only cares about booze, violence, and getting into trouble with his best
friend, Todd, a low-level hood connected to the Boston mob. Todd inducts Nick into
the world of petty crime. What starts as a bit of good fun—robbing apartments,
scoring weed—turns serious as Todd gets closer to the inner circle. He may not
love violence as much as Nick does, but he’s about to get more than his fair share.
The first collaboration by beloved mystery authors Ken Bruen and Reed Farrel
Coleman, Tower is as uncompromisingly brutal as the work that made them
famous. They each tell the story once—Bruen from Nick’s perspective, and
Coleman from Todd’s. Their narratives hinge on a single, blistering question: How
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can friendship survive in an underworld built on pain?

High Profile
“[Parker's found] the pitch-perfect voice for a guy who is straining every muscle to
cut down on the booze, hang on to his new job as police chief, and not get rattled
by the body of a teenage girl”(The New York Times) in this bestselling mystery in
the Jesse Stone series. Robert B. Parker takes readers back in Paradise, where
Detective Jesse Stone is looking for two things: the killer of a teenage girl—and
someone, anyone, who is willing to claim the body The local cops haven't seen
anything like this, but Jesse's L.A. past has made him all too familiar with floaters.
This girl hadn't committed suicide; she hadn't been drowned: she'd been shot and
dumped, discarded like trash. Before long it becomes clear that she had a taste for
the wild life; and her own parents can't be bothered to report her missing, or even
admit that she once was a child of theirs. All Jesse has to go on is a young man's
school ring on a gold chain, and a hunch or two. Filled with magnetic characters
and the muscular writing that are Parker's trademarks, Death in Paradise is a
storytelling masterpiece.

Robert B. Parker's Fool Me Twice
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Jesse Stone, still reeling from the murder of his fiancée by crazed assassin Mr
Peepers, must keep his emotions in check long enough to get through the wedding
day of his loyal protégé, Suitcase Simpson. The morning of the wedding, Jesse
learns that a gala 75th birthday party is to be held for folk singer Terry Jester.
Jester, once the equal of Bob Dylan, has spent the last forty years in seclusion after
the mysterious disappearance of the master recording tape of his magnum opus,
The Hangman's Sonnet. That same morning, an elderly Paradise woman dies while
her house is being ransacked. What are the thieves looking for? And what's the
connection to Terry Jester and the mysterious missing tape? Jesse's investigation is
hampered by hostile politicians and a growing trail of blood and bodies, forcing him
to solicit the help of mobster Vinnie Morris and a certain Boston area PI named
Spenser. While the town fathers pressure him to avoid a PR nightmare, Jesse must
connect the cases before the bodies pile up further. 'The writing is taut, visceral,
visual and wry, and the plot is smartly slick - fans of the series will not be
disappointed by this latest edition to the Jesse Stone canon' - Lovereading Look out
for the other novels in the Jesse Stones series published by No Exit Press: Night
Passage, Trouble in Paradise, Death in Paradise, Stone Cold, Sea Change, High
Profile, Damned If You Do, Robert B. Parker's Blind Spot, Robert B. Parker's The
Devil Wins, Robert B. Parker's Debt to Pay, Robert B. Parker's The Hangman's
Sonnet, Robert B. Parker's Colorblind and Robert B. Parker's The Bitterest Pill
Finished all the Jesse Stone mysteries? Search for the Spenser series and the
Sunny Randall series to meet Robert B. Parker's other iconic detectives!
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Night Passage
Providing security assistance at the site of a local film shoot, Paradise police chief
Jesse Stone arrests a distracted teen who has caused a horrible car crash only to
find himself in a political conflict with wealthy locals, elected officials, and the
district attorney.

Mission Flats
A Hollywood movie is shooting in Paradise, Massachusetts. But for its leading
starlet, Marisol Hinton, Paradise feels more like perdition. Terrorized by her methaddicted ex, and increasingly frightened for her life, she has approached Police
Chief Jesse Stone for help. Jesse already has his hands full - waging a war against a
teenager whose reckless behaviour is endangering the local community, and
juggling a series of complaints from Paradise citizens, aggrieved at being charged
exorbitantly high fees by the town's water company. Never one to back down from
a fight, Jesse throws himself into all three cases with his characteristic vigour. But
what he doesn't realize is that those appearing the least dangerous will prove to be
the most deadly.

Trouble in Paradise
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When his closest ally, Hawk, is beaten and left for dead while protecting a bookie,
Spenser embarks on an epic journey to rehabilitate his best pal, body and soul. But
that means infiltrating a ruthless mob—and redefining his friendship with Hawk in
the name of vengeance “Cold Service moves with the speed of light.”—Orlando
Sentinel

Stranger In Paradise
Throughout history, most dictionaries have served the purpose of preserving the
purity of the language, usually preferring the erudite vocabulary of the affluent
upper classes to the salty, constantly evolving slang of their working-class
counterparts. That began to change in the early modern period, when several
innovative lexicographers began publishing collections of slang terms used by
particular subcultures, such as criminals. According to scholars, Francis Grose's
Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue is one of the most important and complete of
these early slang dictionaries. Spend some time with this fascinating volume to
learn the slang definitions of words and phrases like "poisoned" (pregnant),
"shooting the cat" (vomiting after excess alcohol consumption), and "snoozing ken"
(a brothel).

Narco Noir
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Stone Cold is a Carnegie Medal-winning thriller by Robert Swindells. It is one of The
Originals from Penguin - iconic, outspoken, first. A tense thriller plot is combined
with a perceptive and harrowing portrait of life on the streets as a serial killer preys
on the young and vulnerable homeless. Link, aged 17, is distrustful of people until
he pairs up with Deb, another homeless youngster. But what Deb doesn't tell him
is that she's an ambitious young journalist on a self-imposed assignment to track
down the killer and she's prepared to use herself as bait The Originals are the
pioneers of fiction for young adults. From political awakening, war and unrequited
love to addiction, teenage pregnancy and nuclear holocaust, The Originals confront
big issues and articulate difficult truths. The collection includes: The Outsiders S.E. Hinton, I Capture the Castle - Dodie Smith, Postcards from No Man's Land Aidan Chambers, After the First Death - Robert Cormier, Dear Nobody - Berlie
Doherty, The Endless Steppe - Esther Hautzig, Buddy - Nigel Hinton, Across the
Barricades - Joan Lingard, The Twelfth Day of July - Joan Lingard, No Turning Back Beverley Naidoo, Z for Zachariah - Richard C. O'Brien, The Wave - Morton Rhue,
The Red Pony - John Steinbeck, The Pearl - John Steinbeck, Stone Cold - Robert
Swindells.

Robert B. Parker's Fool Me Twice
Recent plays from "one of the more daring young stylists working today" (David
Cote, Time Out New York) Adam Rapp's plays have captivated audiences across
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the country with their unflinching explorations of the good, the bad, and the ugly in
America's heartland and cities. Gathered here are three of his latest works: Faster,
in which two young grifters try to strike a deal with the devil during the hottest
summer on record; Finer Noble Gases, a lament for a band of arrested thirty-yearolds slouching toward adulthood amid East Village decay; and the Off-Broadway hit
Stone Cold Dead Serious. An honest, strange, and humorous look at a blue-collar
family struggling to survive in the face of disability and addiction, and the
seemingly surreal lengths their teenage son will go to save them from themselves,
the play prompted Bruce Weber to rave in The New York Times: "Rapp is very
gifted, and, even rarer, he has something to say . . . Stone Cold Dead Serious [is]
brave, compassionate, and . . . breathtakingly moving. It is the work of a
playwright who is forging a real voice . . . Its rendering of the shared language of
loved ones illustrates how families can remain intimate even when they are in
shards. Its depiction of a working-class America that is unable to dream of anything
beyond enduring is as sincerely sad a commentary on our culture as I've seen in
recent memory. And its fear for young people is, unfortunately, deeply convincing."

Robert B Parker's Blind Spot
An Apache hit man arrives in Paradise to find a missing girl and snuff out her
mother. But his conscience is getting the best of him. If he doesn’t make the hit,
he’ll pay for it. So might Jesse Stone, who’s been enlisted to protect them all.
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Stone Cold
In the wake of a huge storm, three bodies are discovered in the rubble of an
abandoned factory building in an industrial part of Paradise known as The Swap.
One body, a man's, wrapped in a blue tarp, is only hours old. But found within feet
of that body are the skeletal remains of two teenage girls who had gone missing
during a Fourth of July celebration twenty-five years earlier. Not only does that
crime predate Jesse Stone's arrival in Paradise, but the dead girls were close
friends of Jesse's right hand, Officer Molly Crane. And things become even more
complicated when one of the dead girls' mothers returns to Paradise to bury her
daughter and is promptly murdered. It's up to Police Chief Jesse Stone to pull away
the veil of the past to see how all the murders are connected. 'Robert B. Parker is
one of the greats of the American hard-boiled genre' - Guardian Look out for the
other novels in the Jesse Stones series published by No Exit Press: Night Passage,
Trouble in Paradise, Death in Paradise, Stone Cold, Sea Change, High Profile,
Damned If You Do, Robert B. Parker's Blind Spot, Robert B. Parker's The Devil Wins,
Robert B. Parker's Debt to Pay, Robert B. Parker's The Hangman's Sonnet, Robert
B. Parker's Colorblind and Robert B. Parker's The Bitterest Pill Finished all the Jesse
Stone mysteries? Search for the Spenser series and the Sunny Randall series to
meet Robert B. Parker's other iconic detectives!
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Robert B. Parker's Damned If You Do
It's been a long time since Jesse Stone left LA, and still longer since the tragic
injury that ruined his chances for a major league baseball career. When Jesse is
invited to a reunion of his old Triple-A team at a hip New York city hotel, he is
forced to grapple with his memories and regrets over what might have been. Jesse
left more behind him than unresolved feelings about the play that ended his
baseball career. The darkly sensuous Kayla, his former girlfriend and current wife
of an old teammate is there in New York, too. As is Kayla's friend, Dee, an
otherworldly beauty with secret regrets of her own. But Jesse's time at the reunion
is cut short when, in Paradise, a young woman is found murdered and her
boyfriend, a son of one of the town's most prominent families, is missing and
presumed kidnapped. Though seemingly coincidental, there is a connection
between the reunion and the crimes back in Paradise. As Jesse, Molly, and Suit
hunt for the killer and for the missing son, it becomes clear that one of Jesse's old
teammates is intimately involved in the crimes. That there are deadly forces
working below the surface and just beyond the edge of their vision. Sometimes,
that's where the danger comes from, and where real evil lurks. Not out in the light
- but in your blind spot. 'Robert B. Parker is one of the greats of the American hardboiled genre' - Guardian Look out for the other novels in the Jesse Stones series
published by No Exit Press: Night Passage, Trouble in Paradise, Death in Paradise,
Stone Cold, Sea Change, High Profile, Damned If You Do, Robert B. Parker's Blind
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Spot, Robert B. Parker's The Devil Wins, Robert B. Parker's Debt to Pay, Robert B.
Parker's The Hangman's Sonnet, Robert B. Parker's Colorblind and Robert B.
Parker's The Bitterest Pill Finished all the Jesse Stone mysteries? Search for the
Spenser series and the Sunny Randall series to meet Robert B. Parker's other
iconic detectives!

Robert B. Parker's Colorblind
Jesse Stone is back on the job after a stint in rehab, and the road to recovery is
immediately made bumpy by a series of disturbing and apparently racially
motivated crimes, beginning with the murder of an African American woman. Then,
Jesse's own deputy Alisha - the first black woman hired by the Paradise police force
- becomes the target of a sophisticated frame-up. As he and his team work
tirelessly to unravel the truth, he has to wonder if this is just one part of an even
grander plot, one with an end game more destructive than any of them can
imagine.

Paradise Valley
When an unknown man is found murdered in Paradise, Jesse Stone will have his
hands full finding out who he was--and what he was seeking. When a body is
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discovered at the lake in Paradise, Police Chief Jesse Stone is surprised to find he
recognizes the murder victim--the man had been at the same AA meeting as Jesse
the evening before. But otherwise, Jesse has no clue as to the man's identity. He
isn't a local, nor does he have ID on him, nor does any neighboring state have a
reported missing person matching the man's description. Their single lead is from
a taxi company that recalls dropping off the mysterious stranger outside the gate
at the mansion of one of the wealthiest families in town Meanwhile, after Jesse
survives a hail of gunfire on his home, he wonders if it could be related to the
mysterious murder. When both Molly Crane and Suitcase Simpson also become
targets, it's clear someone has an ax to grind against the entire Paradise Police
Department.

Robert B. Parker's the Bitterest Pill
An otherwise washed-up LAPD cop with a drinking problem gets a job offer from a
small Massachusetts town that is too good to be true, and Jesse Stone finds himself
with no one to trust and a town full of moral and political corruption. 125,000 first
printing. BOMC Main. Tour.

The Godwulf Manuscript
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"The new series by the creator of the hugely successful Spenser books has a great
deal going for it: an empathetic, painfully flawed protagonist; an atmospheric smalltown setting rife with corruption; and a whole new set of fascinating secondary
characters" (Booklist). Don't miss the first five novels featuring Jesse Stone, police
chief of Paradise, Massachusetts, by New York Times bestselling author Robert B.
Parker. Includes: Night Passage Trouble in Paradise Death in Paradise Stone Cold
Sea Change

Night and Day
When the body of a divorced Florida heiress washes ashore in Massachusetts,
police chief Jesse Stone learns of the woman's past appearances in an erotic video
and finds it suspicious that the victim's family seems unaffected by her death.

Robert B. Parker's Fool's Paradise
Investigating a thrill-seeking pair of serial killers who are targeting the residents of
an affluent suburban town, police chief Jesse Stone finds his job complicated by
local politicians, the media, his drinking problem, and his ex-wife. Reprint.

Sea Change
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It’s tourist season in Paradise, Massachusetts. With it comes a baffling and violent
crime wave that has residents on edge. It’s also brought a mysterious figure who’s
stirring up troubling memories for Chief of Police Jesse Stone—especially when it
appears the stranger is out for revenge.

Tower
She almost caught him once. Now, he’s back. For three years, Investigator Cassie
Dewell has been on a hunt for a serial killer known as the Lizard King whose
hunting grounds are the highways and truck stops where runaways and prostitutes
are most likely to vanish. Cassie almost caught himonce. Working for the Bakken
County, North Dakota sheriff's department, Cassie has set what she believes is the
perfect trap and she has lured him and his truck to a depot. But the plan goes
horribly wrong, and the blame falls on Cassie. Disgraced, she loses her job and
investigation into her role is put into motion. At the same time, Kyle Westergaard,
a troubled kid whom Cassie has taken under her wing, has disappeared after
telling people that he’s going off on a long-planned adventure. Kyle's grandmother
begs Cassie to find him and, with nothing else to do, Cassie agrees—all the while
hunting the truck driver. Now Cassie is a lone wolf. And in the same way that two
streams converge into a river, Kyle's disappearance may have a more sinister
meaning than anyone realizes. With no allies, no support, and only her own wits to
rely on, Cassie must take down a killer who is as ruthless as he is cunning. But can
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she do it alone, without losing her own humanity or her own life? Paradise Valley
continues the Highway Quartet series from bestselling author C. J. Box.

Wild Card
“[Parker's found] the pitch-perfect voice for a guy who is straining every muscle to
cut down on the booze, hang on to his new job as police chief, and not get rattled
by the body of a teenage girl”(The New York Times) in this bestselling mystery in
the Jesse Stone series. Robert B. Parker takes readers back in Paradise, where
Detective Jesse Stone is looking for two things: the killer of a teenage girl—and
someone, anyone, who is willing to claim the body The local cops haven't seen
anything like this, but Jesse's L.A. past has made him all too familiar with floaters.
This girl hadn't committed suicide; she hadn't been drowned: she'd been shot and
dumped, discarded like trash. Before long it becomes clear that she had a taste for
the wild life; and her own parents can't be bothered to report her missing, or even
admit that she once was a child of theirs. All Jesse has to go on is a young man's
school ring on a gold chain, and a hunch or two. Filled with magnetic characters
and the muscular writing that are Parker's trademarks, Death in Paradise is a
storytelling masterpiece.

Appaloosa
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From "the reigning champion of the American tough-guy detective novel"
(Entertainment Weekly), four novels featuring Jesse Stone, ex-LAPD, now the police
chief in Paradise, Massachusetts. Don't miss these mysteries from the New York
Times bestselling author of the Spenser series. Includes: High Profile Stranger in
Paradise Night and Day Split Image

Death in Paradise
Meet Paradise Police Chief Jesse Stone in Robert B. Parker's New York Times
bestselling series 'Nobody does it better than Parker' - Sunday Times After a
busted marriage kicks his drinking problems into overdrive and the LAPD
unceremoniously dump him, 35-year-old Jesse Stone's future looks bleak. He is
shocked, however, when a small Massachusetts town called Paradise hires him as
their police chief. Once on board he doesn't have to look for trouble in Paradise - it
comes to him. For what is on the surface a quiet New England community quickly
proves to be a crucible of political and moral corruption - replete with triple
homicide, tight Boston mob ties, flamboyantly errant spouses, maddened
militiamen and a psychopath-about-town who has fixed his violent sights on the
new lawman. He finds he must test his mettle and powers of command to emerge
a local hero - or the deadest of dupes. 'Robert B. Parker is one of the greats of the
American hard-boiled genre' - Guardian Look out for the other novels in the Jesse
Stones series published by No Exit Press: Night Passage, Trouble in Paradise, Death
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in Paradise, Stone Cold, Sea Change, High Profile, Damned If You Do, Robert B.
Parker's Blind Spot, Robert B. Parker's The Devil Wins, Robert B. Parker's Debt to
Pay, Robert B. Parker's The Hangman's Sonnet, Robert B. Parker's Colorblind and
Robert B. Parker's The Bitterest Pill Finished all the Jesse Stone mysteries? Search
for the Spenser series and the Sunny Randall series to meet Robert B. Parker's
other iconic detectives!

Stone Cold Dead Serious
Struggling with a high-profile case involving the murders of a controversial talkshow host and a young woman, Paradise police chief Jesse Stone becomes
increasingly frustrated by the lack of interest on the part of the victims' families.

Night Passage
Jesse Stone returns in this New York Times bestselling novel of death and
deception from Robert B. Parker. Stiles Island is a wealthy and exclusive enclave
separated by a bridge from the Massachusetts coast town of Paradise. James
Macklin sees the Island as the ultimate investment opportunity: all he needs to do
is invade it, blow the bridge, and loot the island. To realize his scheme, Macklin,
along with his devoted girlfriend, Faye, assembles a crew of fellow ex-cons—all
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experts in their fields—including Wilson Cromartie, a fearsome Apache. James
Macklin is a bad man, a very bad man. And Wilson Cromartie, known as Crow, is
even worse. As Macklin plans his crime, Paradise police chief Jesse Stone has his
hands full. He faces romantic entanglements in triplicate: his ex-wife, Jenn, is in the
Paradise jail for assault, he’s begun a new relationship with a Stiles Island realtor
named Marcy Campbell, and he’s still sorting out his feelings for attorney Abby
Taylor. When Macklin’s attack on Stiles Island is set in motion, both Marcy and
Abby are put in jeopardy. As the casualties mount, it’s up to Jesse to keep both
women from harm.

Sixkill
New York Times bestselling author of the Spenser series of crime thrillers - Book 1
in the series - "The toughest, funniest, wisest, private eye in the field these days." Houston Cronicle Spenser earned his degree in the school of hard knocks, so he is
ready when a Boston university hires him to recover a rare, stolen manuscript. He
is hardly surpised that his only clue is a radical student with four bullets in his
chest. The cops are ready to throw the book at the pretty blond coed whose prints
are all over the murder weapon but Spenser knows there are no easy answers. He
tackles some very heavy homework and knows that if he doesn't finish his
assignment soon, he could end up marked "D" -- for dead.
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Robert B. Parker's The Hangman's Sonnet
Winner of the CWA John Creasey Memorial Dagger Award for Best First Crime Novel
Before the New York Times bestselling success of Defending Jacob, William Landay
wrote this critically acclaimed first novel of crime and suspense—perfect for fans of
John Grisham, Scott Turow, and Dennis Lehane. “Landay writes with eloquent
intensity.”—The New York Times Book Review By a shimmering lake in western
Maine, a body lies sprawled in a deserted cabin. The dead man was an elite D.A.
from Boston whose beat was the city’s toughest neighborhood: Mission Flats. For
local police chief Ben Truman, investigating the murder will mean leaving his quiet
home and joining a vengeful manhunt in a world of hard streets and harder
bargains. The cops have zeroed in on a suspect, a ruthless predator targeted for
prosecution by the murdered D.A. But Ben distrusts the Boston police—especially
when he uncovers a secret history of murder and retribution stretching back
twenty years. As past and present collide, as tribal loyalties threaten to lynch an
innocent man—or let a guilty one go free—one thing remains certain: The most
powerful revelations are yet to come. Includes an excerpt of Defending Jacob “A
crackling debut that answers the question: Who will be the next Grisham?”—Kirkus
Reviews (starred review) “An inventive, gripping suspense debut . . . Landay deals
out pertinent details with the finesse of a poker player. . . . A rich, harrowing and
delightful read.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) “[Landay’s] tale is
reminiscent of his fellow Beantown writer Dennis Lehane, which is a true
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compliment.”—Rocky Mountain News “Waiting for a new Landay novel is like
waiting for a guy from Cremona to build a violin: anxious but worth it.”—Lee Child

Robert B. Parker's Debt to Pay
All is quiet in Paradise, except for a spate of innocuous vandalism. Good thing, too,
because Jesse Stone is preoccupied with the women in his life, both past and
present. As his ex-wife, Jenn, is about to marry a Dallas real-estate tycoon, Jesse
isn't too sure his relationship with former FBI agent Diana Evans is built to last. But
those concerns get put on the back burner when a major Boston crime boss is
brutally murdered. Despite all evidence to the contrary, Jesse suspects it's the
work of Mr. Peepers, a psychotic assassin who has caused trouble for Jesse in the
past. Peepers has long promised revenge against the Mob, Jesse, and Suit for their
roles in foiling one of his hits - and against Jenn as well. And though Jesse and Jenn
have long parted ways, Jesse still feels responsible for her safety. Jesse and Diana
head to Dallas for the wedding and, along with the tycoon's security team, try to
stop Peepers before the bill comes due. With Peepers toying with the authorities as
to when and where he'll strike, Jesse is up against the wall. Still, there's a debt to
pay and blood to be spilled to satisfy it. But whose blood, and just how much?
'Farrel Coleman's writing soars, his prose boiled to perfection' - Promoting Crime
Fiction 'Coleman, best known for his Moe Prager series successfully emulates the
tone and style of the late Robert B. Parker's nine Jesse Stone novels' - Publishers
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Weekly

Robert B. Parker's Killing the Blues
Investigating allegations of lewd conduct on the part of the local junior high
principal, police chief Jesse Stone finds efforts to bring the woman to justice
thwarted by a high-powered attorney, a case that is further complicated by the
activities of a twisted voyeur. 300,000 first printing.

Robert B. Parker's Lullaby
Family ties prove deadly in this brilliant Jesse Stone novel from New York Times
bestselling author Robert B. Parker. The body in the trunk was just the beginning.
Turns out the stiff was a foot soldier for local tough guy Reggie Galen, now
enjoying a comfortable "retirement" with his beautiful wife, Rebecca, in the nicest
part of Paradise. Living next door are Knocko Moynihan and his wife, Robbie, who
also happens to be Rebecca's twin. But what initially appears to be a low-level mob
hit takes on new meaning when a high-ranking crime figure is found dead on
Paradise Beach. Stressed by the case, his failed relationship with his ex-wife, and
his ongoing battle with the bottle, Jesse needs something to keep him from
spinning out of control. When private investigator Sunny Randall comes into town
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on a case, she asks for Jesse's help. As their professional and personal
relationships become intertwined, both Jesse and Sunny realize that they have
much in common with both their victims and their suspects—and with each other.

Robert B. Parker's The Devil Wins
Jesse Stone is back on the job after a stint in rehab, and the road to recovery is
immediately made bumpy by a series of disturbing and apparently racially
motivated crimes, beginning with the murder of an African American woman. Then
Jesse's own deputy, Alisha - the first black woman hired by the Paradise Police
Department- becomes the target of a sophisticated frame-up. As Jesse and his
team work tirelessly to unravel the truth, he has to wonder if this is just one part of
an even grander plot, one with an endgame more destructive than any of them can
imagine. At the same time, a mysterious young man named Cole Slayton rolls into
town with a chip on his shoulder and a problem with authority - namely, Jesse. Yet
something about the angry twenty something appeals to Jesse, and he takes Cole
under his wrong. But there's more to Cole than a meets the eye, and his secrets
might change Jesse's life forever. 'One of the greatest voices in contemporary
crime fiction, and one of the best storytellers too. Nobody does it better' - Lee Child
'Coleman, best known for his Moe Prager series . . . successfully emulates the tone
and style of the late Robert B. Parker's Jesse Stone novels' - Publishers Weekly
Look out for the other novels in the Jesse Stones series published by No Exit Press:
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Night Passage, Trouble in Paradise, Death in Paradise, Stone Cold, Sea Change,
High Profile, Damned If You Do, Robert B. Parker's Blind Spot, Robert B. Parker's
The Devil Wins, Robert B. Parker's Debt to Pay, Robert B. Parker's The Hangman's
Sonnet, Robert B. Parker's Colorblind and Robert B. Parker's The Bitterest Pill
Finished all the Jesse Stone mysteries? Search for the Spenser series and the
Sunny Randall series to meet Robert B. Parker's other iconic detectives!

Colorblind
Agreeing to help a street-smart teen who is convinced the wrong man was arrested
for her mother's murder years earlier, Spenser investigates two possible suspects
who prove more deadly than anticipated.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES &
HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR
LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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